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I don't know how many times I have heard this meme, that there are good jews and so forth. Alright, let's logically examine if this argument even stands.

So, if you meet a person, and they are like polite and everything, or at least, do not act like a subhuman Rabbi while they are jews, does that mean they are 'good' people? What actual proof anyone has of this, if we are to ask this question first? Where is the proof that the jews are 'good' people, instead?

Is it the bible, a book filled with lies and racial hatred?

Is it the Talmud that says we are to be burned like goyim and exterminated? Or is it like the random word of some jew, which we have to take as important, over like, the literal manifestation of their racial soul on paper, which is all about creating this planet into a cattle farm?

The full expression of a tribe or species happens not only all the time, but on their leaders and prominent figures. Rabbi Kaduri is the manifestation of being Jewish, not the random jew you meet on the street. Even the rabbis know this jew is on an unconscious state of being. He is not

being like Rabbi Kaduri, aka, if his mission is not to consciously exterminate you just yet, he is not being 'jewish enough'. These are standards that were put there for thousands of years they were not created yesterday.

This is why the jews blame every single German for the holocaust they never committed, and call every German a Hitler. Even like the softest and like the most brainwashed people, they are always "Hitler". This is just hilarious.

The irony in the case of Hitler is that these so called 'awakenings' for Whites have not been the rule, but the exception. These things happened in times where Whites were faced with direct extinction. And Hitler never fits in these jew created categorizations. But to just show the self collapsing argument of the enemy, let's
see it that way.

On the other hand, the jews, for 2000 years straight, have always had these extremists ruling them. One can excuse themselves for a few years of bad leadership, but what can the jews say, after they have had extremists always leading them from day one? All jewish leaders today have been terrorists, killers, threatening people, from the time of Rome, to the Renascence, to Israel today and what it does to Palestine. It never changed.

On the other hand, when it comes to jews, we cannot all call them "Stalin" or "Karl Marx", because, we are not being plural enough.

The thing is all species in nature have a positive and a negative side. There are jews that may not be evil in their actions, any more than a peaceful male mosquito comes to sit on your shoulder or cheek. The male mosquito may be all friendly, fondle you, come to meet you every night, make you laugh on the TV, or make good music. However, the female mosquito, transfers malaria and all sorts of other pestilences. And it requires blood to live. Which gives birth to the seemingly harmless mosquito.

In the case of where one is stupid enough to love this... mosquito in a human form, here comes the reason of the male mosquito: if it were not of the male mosquito to win your feelings, how would you show compassion to ALL mosquitos, so they can drink your blood and kill you with malaria? This is the purpose of 'good jews' here. Even the enemy understands their necessity simply over this fact. It is the 'beautiful' jew that will infiltrate, it is the 'good jew' that will fool a nationalist, it is the 'good and loving side' of Rabbi Jesus that gets people to accept a system of being exterminated and ruled over by pests by jews.

The people that see these jews who do very good propaganda about how good they are, how do you know, if they, let's say, don't drink cups of baby blood every night? The weight of proving innocence on the jews, is not only impossible, but falls upon the jews to make, simply over the fact, their 'opposing' side has provided enough evidence to prove they are not good.

And nobody is willing to believe you're a gud boi after literally around 2300 years of proven corrosion, terrorizing, and aiming extinction of all other nations and plotting on it over, and over... and over... and over again. Every jew knows of this
reality. Also note the mainstream argument of the jews on that, is that it's the goyim's fault for reporting this or asking questions. I.e., censorship. They do not bother 'conversating' it anymore, as any conversation or judgement would make people only more furious. They have given up on trying to make amends or form bridges of understanding, because the rise of information and knowledge has rendered this impossible on its own.

Others are more involved, others are unaware and less involved. In the same way a powder merchant doesn't really commit murder, but provides the tools for it, so do the jews that keep the masses brainwashed, contribute to higher aims of higher jews that they do not even understand.

A 'good jew' is just an unconscious jew, to his own agenda. The very agenda that keeps him going, alive, and amongst others, so they can keep jewing them.

And when the male mosquito will meet the female with your blood, they will of course copulate and give you your malaria, regardless of your personal deceptions about their true nature.
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